
Overconfidence Bias → believing one’s estimates to be more accurate than they are. 
Can cause repetition of errors. 

Organizational DM 

1. Ideal/Neo-Classical (classical model) 
Focus: 

▪ Farsighted, rational judgements and decisions focused on the 
future requiring full information of all options 

Assumptions: 
▪ Environment is exogenous 
▪ Actors are independent, stable and rational (mechanical) 

2. Reality/Carnegie School (administrative model) 
Focus: 

▪ Make heuristic based judgements and decisions as you go based 
on the present and the evaluation of options which are present  

Assumptions: 
▪ Environment is a factor (chaotic and complex) 
▪ Actors are inconsistent and have limited cognitive abilities 

(humanistic) 

3. (political model) 
Focus: 

▪ Pluralistic goals and making decisions based on common interest 
       Carried out: 

▪ Framing contests - actors attempt to transform their personal 
cognitive frames into collective frames through a series of 
interactions by being inclusive and establishing bridges in opinions 

▪ De-biasing – addressing group think by setting up subgroups and 
devils advocates 

       Assumptions: 
▪ Environment is a factor (chaotic and complex) 
▪ Actors are inconsistent but they are able to bargain to a common 

goal/interests 

Group DM 
  Ideally → equal, independent, rational, harmonious 
  Reality → power asymmetric, coalitions, emotional, conflicting 

Individual DM 

1. Economists View of DM 
Information → black box → decision 

2. Social Psychologists View of DM 
Information → factors (human biology, personality traits, organizational 
constraints/culture → decision 

Managing Change & Innovation 
 Types of Change 

1. Exploration → radical innovation (logic of experimentation). Pursues change and 
opportunity in the future. 



2. Exploitation → incremental innovation (logic of refinement). Improves efficiency 
and effectiveness today. 

 
Traits of Innovation: scientific freedom of ideas, open innovation, culture set by 
CEO, understanding of customers and culture. 
Google, Apple, BMW, Samsung 
 

 The Force Field (Kurt Lewin) 
Change is the result of competition between enabling and obstructive 
forces. New idea champions must work to reduce/remove barriers (and 
strengthen drivers) to enable implementation. 
 
Enabling forces that make the change feasible and necessary → performance gap, 
infrastructure, R&D, competitors 
Obstructive forces that limit change efforts → lack of resources, employee skills, 
market data 
 

 Kotter’s 8 Step Framework 
 1-3: creating climate for change → urgency, teams, vision 

4-6: engage and enable the organization → communication, short term wins, action 
enabling 

 7-8: implement and sustain change → monitor, embed 

Fundamentals of Organizing 
Organizational Structure → the framework in which the organization defines how 
tasks are divided, coordination of employees and departments, and authority 

  

 Organizational Design 

  Division of Labor 
The degree to which workers specialize eg. Ford Assembly line. Can be more 
efficient at the expense of tunnel vision and overspecialization. 

  Coordination Mechanisms 
  How the organization communicates and works with itself and the clientele 

▪ Pooled → standardized procedures 
▪ Sequential → top down, plans 
▪ Reciprocal → back and forth, adjustments 

  Distribution of Decision Rights 
The degree to which decision making authority is concentrated to higher 
levels of the organization.  
Centralization → organizational crisis management, desire for control, 
consistent outcomes 
Decentralization → high complexity, size, diversity, desire for empowerment 
(HR argument - happier workers), increases flexibility 
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